
Goods Yard: 
About the Site  

The Goods Yard site is located at 36 and 44-52 
White Hart Lane, opposite White Hart Lane 
station, to the west of Tottenham High Road.  
It therefore benefits from fantastic road, bus 
and rail connections.
The site consists of a largely vacant plot of land, 
temporarily used for gravel and material storage resulting 
from the construction of the new stadium. The site has 
since been cleared and is now vacant. However, the site 
does have planning permission to be used as a temporary 
car park on match days when the stadium reopens.

The south of the site contains the Carbery Enterprise Park 
and along White Hart Lane itself is the locally listed Station 
Master’s House which would be retained, fully refurbished 
and incorporated into our plans. 

The railway lines run along the western border of the site, 
with the Peacock Industrial Estate to the east.
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Photo of the site as it is now

To the north are the B&M Homes Store and the 
completed Cannon Road development.

The entire site sits within the LB Haringey North 
Tottenham Growth Area and and is therefore already 
identified for major regeneration to bring significant change 
to the area over the next few years. 

The Club has a current planning permission to deliver 
up to 316 new homes, employment, retail, leisure and 
community uses on this site. Our proposals presented 
here improve on our existing plans, delivering more 
homes and better connectivity to our other proposed 
developments in Tottenham.



Proposed site plan for 
Goods Yard, The Depot 
and Printworks



Our proposals

Working with F3 Architects, Arup and re-form landscape 
architects, we have designed our updated scheme to create 
high quality new homes within a sustainable environment 
which the local community will be able to enjoy.

Our proposals will deliver:
Much-needed homes for north Tottenham
 ▪ Around 500 new homes, including up to 40% affordable 
housing subject to grant availability, delivered across seven 
new buildings ranging from 3 to 34 storeys in height.

 ▪ An appropriate mix of housing to respond to local 
demand – we are exploring all opportunities to deliver 
more family-sized homes.

 ▪ The opportunity to provide new homes for those who 
will need to move out of the Love Lane Estate as part of 
the Council’s regeneration plans – so that these residents 
can live right next to their current home when they are 
relocated.

Better public spaces for a thriving community
 ▪ A range of new landscaped areas, including pockets of 
green space throughout the development, a beautiful 
new semi-enclosed square called ‘Station Master’s court’, 
creating a welcoming meeting point for residents and 
visitors to this part of Tottenham, and ‘Goods Yard 
Walk’, a new green corridor by the railway.

 ▪ Informal play space has been designed in, providing a 
number of places for children and families to enjoy.

 ▪ New shops and cafés at ground floor – boosting the 
local economy and providing much-needed amenities for 
residents.

 ▪ A series of beautifully landscaped gardens and courtyard 
spaces for residents.

 ▪ Improved pedestrian and cycle access, linking this 
development with those proposed at The Depot and 
Printworks, as well as the neighbouring Cannon Road 
development, Stadium and nearby White Hart Lane 
station.

A sustainable development that’s respectful of local
heritage
 ▪ A sustainable design – through the careful use of natural 
light, efficient building materials and green spaces to 
create a healthy and desirable residential neighbourhood.

 ▪ Over 1,000 cycle bays – including around 960 cycle 
parking spaces for residents and around 60 for visitors, 
to encourage cycling and promote the use of public 
transport.

 ▪ Carefully thought-out pedestrian routes that make this a 
truly walkable, welcoming place to live, work or visit.

 ▪ The sensitive refurbishment of the locally listed Station 
Master’s House – carefully respecting the building’s 
heritage and bringing it into public use. 

 ▪ Carefully selected materials that echo Tottenham’s 
history whilst respecting local architecture.

Sketches showing what the new development will look like



Site plan showing where the proposed new buildings are located and how tall each one will be



How our proposals  
have changed
You may remember from our last 
consultation in 2018 that the Club already 
have planning consent to deliver up to 
316 new homes, employment, retail, 
leisure and community uses here. These 
proposals differ slightly from our already 
consented plans for the Goods Yard site. 

By refreshing our proposals for this site and 
considering them alongside our proposals for 
The Depot and Printworks sites, we have 
the opportunity to deliver even more for our 
community here.

Our plans now include a brand new landscaped nature walk by the railway lines which we are calling ‘Goods Yard walk

Our new proposals will:
 ▪ Deliver around 185 additional homes, bringing the total up 
to around 500 homes.

 ▪ Include the new ‘Goods Yard walk’, a green corridor next 
to the railway line to transform this unused area into a 
beautiful and peaceful place to walk, relax and enjoy a 
moment of calm in the heart of bustling Tottenham.

 ▪ Provide better circulation routes through and around 
the sites to improve connections to the Cannon Road 
Development and White Hart Lane Station, and also to 
the first phase of Peacock Park (located at The Depot site), 
along with the future phases of the park to the south.

 ▪ Create more considered spacing between the taller 
buildings, which helps the buildings complement each other 
better and allows for more sky and sunlight to be seen 
between them when looking at them from the ground level.



How our proposals  
have changed

Southern Square in our consented scheme
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White Hart Lane Gateway in our consented scheme

Southern Square in our updated designs
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White Hart Lane Gateway in our updated designs



Site access and parking
The Goods Yard site benefits from 
an excellent existing public transport 
network, located over the road from 
White Hart Lane station and very close 
to Tottenham High Road that services a 
number of bus routes. 

As a result, the site has a high ‘Public Transport 
Accessibility Rating’ (PTAL) of 4 – the rating used by local 
authorities and the Greater London Authority to judge 
how easy it is to use public transport and therefore to 
help judge how much parking should be provided. 
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In accordance with planning policy, we are therefore 
proposing low levels of parking to minimise the impact on 
local roads and to encourage the use of public transport.  
Around 80 spaces will be provided including around 50 
dedicated wheelchair accessible spaces, with additional 
dedicated bays for deliveries, servicing and taxis.

We believe this level of parking provision to be entirely 
appropriate and nearby developments such as Brook 
House have shown that this works well without impacting 
on local roads.


